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Abstract
Membrane proteins are detected from whole genome sequences of the nine organisms which were
determined recently. Transmembrane segments are detected using the prediction method reported
previously by us and the distribution of groups of proteins sharing a speci c number of transmembrane segments are compared among the organisms.

1 Introduction
As the genome sequencing projects progress rapidly, complete genome sequences of several organisms
are now available. It is an indispensable process to assign the biological meaning (function, structure)
to the sequences and to analyze arrangements and compositions of genes in the whole genomes.
This new type of sequence analysis which handles whole genome sequences is expected to reveal
the structures of the genomes, mechanisms of gene expression, and detailed evolutional relationships
among the organisms.
In the present study we have focused on membrane proteins. Membrane proteins are paid special
attention in the genome analysis [1, 2], because they are involved in membrane transport and energy
synthesis, so there is the possibility that their arrangement in the genomes directly re ects the biosynthetic potential of the organisms and the environment in which they inhabit. We used nine complete
genome sequences, those of Methanococcus jannaschii and Methanobacterium thermoautotrophicum
from Archaea, Escherichia coli, Haemophilus in uenzae, Helicobacter pylori, Mycoplasma genitalium,
Mycoplasma pneumoniae and Synechocystis sp. from Bacteria, Saccharomyces cerevisiae from Eukarya. ORF sequences of membrane proteins are detected mainly using discriminant analysis and
transmembrane segments are detected in those sequences. The amount of membrane proteins in the
genomes, distribution of groups of proteins sharing a speci c number of transmembrane segments are
analyzed and compared among the organisms.

2 Method
2.1

Data

The nine genome sequences are taken from KEGG [4]. The training set of membrane protein sequences
were extracted from SWISS-PROT rel. 34.0. Fragment entries are excluded. One sequence from each
30% identity family was used and the set consisted of 3251 sequences. Another training set, the set
of globular protein sequences are based on the PDBSELECT database 97-March version [3]. 35%
threshold list was used excluding entries of membrane or lipid associated proteins (1AXN, 1COLA,
1HGEA, 1OCC, 1PRC, 1IDO, 2POR, 1ATY, 1SPF). The set consisted of 928 sequences.

2.2

Detection of ORF Sequences of Membrane Proteins

We mainly employed discriminant analysis to detect membrane protein sequences. The discrimination
function was constructed to discriminate the most hydrophobic 21 residue-long regions of sequences
from two groups of the training set, membrane proteins and globular proteins. The formula is as
following: f = 010:62 + 6:91 < H >, where < H > is the average hydrophobicity of regions using
the index proposed by Kyte & Doolittle [6]. ORF sequences were considered to be of membrane
proteins if the function was positive. 93.54% of membrane proteins and 95.58% of globular proteins
in the training sets were assigned correctly. As the next step, possibilities of signal sequences and
homology to membrane protein sequences in databases were also taken into consideration to reduce
false assignments. Once a sequence was determined to be of a membrane protein, the prediction
method for detecting transmembrane segments presented by us previously [5] was applied.

3 Results and Discussions
The rough estimation of the amount of membrane proteins in the genomes of the nine organisms applying the discrimination function is as follows: Methanococcus jannaschii: 23.51%, Methanobacterium
thermoautotrophicum: 26.99%, Escherichia coli: 34.57%, Haemophilus in uenzae: 26.67%, Helicobacter pylori: 28.12%, Mycoplasma genitalium: 30.19%, Mycoplasma pneumoniae: 28.95%, Synechocystis
sp.: 33.35%, Saccharomyces cerevisiae: 30.29%. The actual number of membrane proteins may be
smaller because there are some proteins with highly hydrophobic signal sequences. Though the renement of the estimation is needed, it is probable that Archaea have relatively small amount of
membrane proteins. Further analysis of the genome scale arrangements of membrane proteins will
reveal the di erence between Archaea and other organisms. We are now in the process of assigning
functions to those membrane proteins using homology and motif search.
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